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Foreword

In lae 199 I dre Minisær of Resea¡úr, Science and Teclrnology e¡tabl¡shed
úre National Science Strategy Committee forClimaæ Change to advirse
him on ú¡e needs and dre hr¡el of oçendinue for climaæ change resea¡c.h
in New Zealand" The Commitree also advises on prioritÍes and is reçired
to prornote coo,rrdination, boú between rcsearch gotps and bet$e€rr
scientists and dre user commtrnity.

As a mears of prcmotfurg coodination and to help in selecting ptiotities
úre NSS Commitæe, drrough The Rryal Society of Nen' Zealand, is
publ¡shing a series of info¡rmtion papers on topics of key iurportance to
aunoephere and climaæ change.

They bodr oudine dre baclg¡ound inparticular roea¡ch areas andpoint
out the present Nen' Zealand conuibutions. The Nor Zealand rcsea¡ch
grol¡ps are lisæd and funherrcsearch needs aæ indicaæd.

þ wideþ distributing úrese inforrration pape$ it is h@ úrat New
Zealend reseerch worters and the pnblic will be betrer ¡nformed; also
drat rcsea¡ch grorps not cr.nrendy involved in dre panicular field may see
wherc tlreir erpertise and eqnipment may be able o contribute uæñrlly.

The C.ommit¡ee is greatly indebted to tl¡e audron of the ¡rapers who have
written them during a very brsy period in New Zealand Science
roorganisation

A. J. Ellis
ConvenerNSS Comm¡aee
fcCl¡maæ Chanç

Jurrc 1994
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National Science Strategy Committee for Climate
Change

Terms of reference

i to develop overall gæls and a broad smregic framework for the
NSS topic by consultation widr end-usen and science providers;

ii to develop, in consulation with all interested parties, a ponfolio
of scientific research progmmmes which will meer the objectives
of the NSS;

iii actively promote knowledge of, and access to, information of
common interest to those engaged in research and to end users in
the NSS topic area;

iv to provide advice to funding agencies on dre priority and integration
of researdr proposals in the NSS topic area;

v to provide advice to the Ministry of Research, Science and
Technology on any proposal to Govemment from a govenrment
deparunent for new research fu"di"g on the NSS opic;

vi to provide advice to dre Ministry of Research, Science and
Technolqgyon the overall level offundingap'propriate for scientiffc
research progra¡nmes included in the NSS research ponfolio;

vii to provide on-going advice to the Ministry of Research, Science
and Technology and to participating agencies in rhe NSS tçic
programme (both funders and providers) on the effective
coordination and implemenrerion of the NSS imelf;

viii to provide advice on the esrablishment and maintenance of linlcs
within dre intemational climate change programme, withparticular
emphasis on joint and/or complimentary activity with oveneas
ñrnding agencies and widr ¡eference to the Vorld Climaæ Research

Programme and the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme;

ix to provide a major statement on climate change research, including
overall ñrnding levels, priorities within rhe programme and the
identification ofkey researc.h progammes; in time for dris material
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to be ued in deveþing the fint long term five year priority
statement, ie by 31 March 1992;

x to widely consult the user community and to be aware of private
sector programmes;

xi to provide advice on rhe monitoring needs of climate change
science.

Contmitæe mentbers

Dr A. l. Ellis (Convener) Professor Don McGregor
The Royal Sociery of New Zealand Ch¡ef Scientist
PO Box 598

Wellington

D¡ Kevin Tate
Landcare Research Lrd
Palmerston Nonh

Professor Paul Williams
Department of Geography

Univenicy of Auckland

Institute Ltd
Palmerston North

h DavidWratt
NI\øA - Atrnosphere
Lower Hutt

Ministry of Research, Science

andTechnology
Wellington

Ms Helen Plume

Minisrry for the Environmenr
Wellington

Mr John Kay
Foundation for Research, Science

Mrs Sue Usher
Secretary to the Committee
The Royal Society of New Zealand

PO Box 598

Wellington

Dr lù(/anen \üill¡ams and rechnology

NZ Pastoral Agriculrure Research Wellington

The Royal Society of New Zealand has objecrs and ñ¡ncrions consistent wirh irs ¡ole as

New Zealand's national academy ofsciences, a fede¡ation ofscienrific and technological
societies, an association for the advancement of science and æchnology and t}re
regionâl body adhering to the Intemarional Council of Scientific Uniors. The Socieq
is charyed with the stan¡tory reçorsibiliry ro promore scienrific and technological
endeavou¡ and achievement, and to inform the Crown on science and technology.
Bablished in 186? as Tlr¿ Ner¡, Zealand Instituæ, the Sociery is a Crown Agency
incorporatedunderThe RoyalSocietl of NewZealandAct, lg65. kcomprises Fellows,
branches, corstinrent scientific societies, scienrists, technologists, technicians and lay
members.

Background

Our planet is surrounded by a thin film of gæes, called the atmosphere.
The density of these gaæs decreases exponentiallywith altinde, but if all
this gaseous ¡natterwere at dre same density as it is at the Earth's surface,

it wor¡ld form a layer about 8 km åick. The mæs of the at¡nosphere is a
litde less Éran I m¡llionth of úre total mass of dre planet, but its geqhpical
significance is extraordinary.

Eanh is disdnguished Êom the other planets in ou¡ Solar System by the
presence of liquid water, reladvely small temperatu€ variations, and
complex organic molecules supponing a divenity of life forms. All drese

fean¡res depend on our atrnosphere. Aunospheric gases remove highly
energetic (LIV) radiation that can disrupt organic molecules essential for
life. They trap lower energy (lR) radiation so raising úre Eanh's surfac¡
temperea¡re by about 30"C. Rapid Eansport of water and heat drrough
the aunosphere reduces and smoodrs out tempeÉtlr¡e variations. Finally
the direct transport cf, matter in the atmosphere plays a key role in global
biogeochemical cycles, nor rhe least of which is the provision of Q
(oxygen) for animals and CO2 (carbon dioxide) for plants.

For about e century, scientisn have become increæingly aware of the
complex role played by th. atmosphere and its inreracrions with the
oceans and biosphere. At the same time, human activity has alte¡ed dre
composition of the atmosphere and some of its properties. In the 19dr

c€ntury it became clear drat smoke and particles from indusnial emissions
could damage human health. Today, alúrough many countries enforce air
quality regulations, our large cities often experience unsafe 03 (ozone) or
CO (carbon monoxide) levels.

Apart from the more visible and obvious effecs of air pollution in u¡ban
arcas, the mort remote parts of the atrnosphere are also being changed. In
parricular the long lived greenhouse gas CO2 has incrgased by about 257o

over the last 200 yean due to buming of fossil fuels and deforesadon.
CFCs which do not occru nahrally, and were originally hailed as safe

because of their chemical inerrness, are now known to alter úre chemistry
responsible for mainaining dre ozone layer in the lower stratosphere.
Undentanding the role of trace gases and the coruequences of ctranging
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them is becoming more urgenr as the capacity of humans to modifr the
aEnosphere increases.

To express the composition of úre aunosphere in consistent terms, the
relative amor¡nts of different gases are normally given as volume mixing
ratios in dry air, often called concentrations. This is because n'ater vapour
is present in highly variable amounrs up to 37o by volume in dre nopics.
The dominanr gases in dry air are N2 (nitroæn) (?8.087o), Oz (oxyæn)
(20.95Yo), and Ar (Argon) (0-94Vo). The concenuations of these gæes

undergo only very small relative changes. The remaining 0.049o of dry air
is made up of many trace gascs, the dominant one being CO2 at about
0.0357o. We normally cite rrace gæ mixing ratios (concenrrarions) in
perts p€r million (pp-), parts per billion (ppb) or parrs per trillion (ppt).

The concentrations of,trace gases cân vary considerably with çographic
location, altinrde, and in time. Such variations a¡e due to the combined
effeca of transport and the distribudon of the corresponding sourcÊs
(production processes) and sinks (removal processes). A common
misundentanding is that heavier gas molecules rend to settle near the
Eanfi's surface. In facr, physical mixing in the atmosphere completely
dominates gravitational fractionation of gases at altindes below about
100 km.

Anhenir:s (1896) was apparendy the ffnt to recognize tt¡e significance of
changes in atmospheric composition. He realised that the'þeenhouse
effect", which raises the surface temperature of úre Eanf-r through
absorption of infra-red radiation, could be increased by increasing
concentratiors of CO2 from úre buming of fossil fuels. The complexity of
the issrcs surrounding aunospheric rrac€ gases is highl¡ghted by the fact
that scienústs are still uying to develop more reliable esrimates of this
effect.

Although several attempts were made prior to 1950 to meesure
atmospheric trace gases, it is only in the last 30 yean drar we have had
sufficiendy precise techniques to direcdy observe changes in CO2 and
the ¡arer gases. One of the outsanding achievemens in environmental
science in this century has been to extend these contemporary
measuremens back in time by analysing the composition of air rapped

in br¡bbles in ice. In this way we have built up a fascinating picnre of
changes in aunospheric composition closely co¡related widr æmperanrre
and climate changes over the last 100,000 yean.

Both ice-core and contemporary measr¡rements of, trace gases show that
there have been many modifications of aunospheric components by
human activity over the last 2@ yean. The effects of increasing CO2,
CFCs and urban air pollution have aheady been mentioned. More
generally we are concemed that human emissions of nace gases may alter
úre naoral c.hear¡stry of the atmosphe¡e (see e.g. Crueen and Zimmerman,
1991). Emission of ¡eactive gases such as CO (carbon monoxide) has
probably depleted rhe oxidizing porer of the atmosphere, leading to
slower removal mtes for a wide class of pollutants. Increasing levels of the
greenhouse gas CHa (methane) are due at leasr in part to dris change in
the ability of dre aunosphere to oxidise and remove polluants.

At no staç in the Earrfi's history has the aunosphe¡e been in dre saæ it
is now. Thus we cannor use histo¡cal evidencc as a guide for predicdng
tl¡e fun¡re. Instead rpe mr¡st leam to undentand dre chemical, physical
and bioþical processes that add, modifr and remove aunospheric trace
gases. Synthesising this undenanding has to be done with úre aid of
models of atrnospheric chemistry and transport. While suc.h models a¡e
not as complex as the general circulation models of atmospheric
thermodynamics txed in climate chanç studies, they are simila¡ in
several ¡€specB and do require signiffcant computing resources.

A good summary of current activities and priorities in intemadonal
studies of trace gases is given in the summary of the Intemational Global
Atmospheric Chemistry Programme (IGAC) (Galbally, 1989).

This review will be limited to trace gses in rhe roposphere. The
troposphere is the well mixed lower part of the atrnoqphere, which
contains about 857o of its mass, and extends to between ? and ll km
depending on latinrde. Separate papen in úris series have addressed dre
isue of increasing UV radiadon dtre to s¿one depletion occurring above
d're roposphere, and the role of aerosols.

1l10
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Cunent obserr¡ations and interpretations

Present observation programmes are determined partly by our assessment

of which are úre most importanr trace gases, bur also by technical
limiations in ou¡ measuremenr ability. It would be very valuable to
measure direcdy many highly reactive, and hence very short lived, species

sucå as úre OH radical. However, drese occur at swh low concentrations,
and require such sophisticated irstmmentation for reliable measuremenr,
that few measr¡r€ment progçlnìmes exist in the world and these are

restriced in extent.

A wide ranç of physical chemistry techniques are used to meanure trace
gases. The predominant technique is gas phase chromatography, used ro
separate different gas species, folloved by a detection step using ionization,
thermal or electrical properties of the gas to obain quantitative
concentntiorìs. Absorption of radiation can be used to measu¡e trac€
gases wiúrout separating drem from air. For example CO2 can be measu¡ed
very precisely from irs infra-red absorption prropenies, provided the air is
fint &ied. A wide range of trace gas spec.ies can be measured using
nrneable diode laser tecåniques but these are not yer available in New
Zealand.

Because of strong interest in the sources and sinks of r¿ce gases, the
measurement of isotope ratios (the ratio of heavy to light molecules
having the same chemical formula) is an exrremely valuable adjunct ro
concentn¡tion meatiurements. For example, different sources of CHa have
different claracteristic ratios of, r3clr2c,t+gtz çand 2 H/FI. The ratios
obæwed in atrnospheric methane can therefo¡e be used to place constrainn
on the relative mix of its sources. Isotqe ratios are measured mainly for
C, H and O in trace gases, with some work done on N and S isotopes.

Table 1 lism some of rhe nace gæes being monitored globally and shows

typical concentradons in clean air and their average growú ¡ate over
recent decades where known.

This table does not give an exhaustive list of trc€ gases that are important
in the atrnosphere. Many species which are known to be important are

still not sufficiendy well measured that we can quore global average

concentrations or growth rares.

Table I Typical concentrations and growth rates for some trace gases.

Concentration Averaç growth tate Comments

cq
cH+

Nzo
co

355 ppm

1.72 ppm

310 ppb

50 - 200 ppb

l0 - 100 ppb

highly variable

400 - 1000 ppt

255 ppt

450 ppt
150 ppt
110 ppt
64 ppt

Tppt
2 ppr

0.4 Yo yr-r

0.? 9o yr-l

0.25 Vo yr.r
!

I

?

I

majot greenhorse gas

impcrtant greenhouse gas, grorúr rate has

declined since 1989

imporant greenhouse gas

increasing in Northern Hemisphere
lYo yr-l
increasing in Nonhem Hemisphete

increasing in Northem Hemisphere

increasing in Northern Hemisphete
1%yr-l

03
(aopospheric)

Nor
qH6

Ozonc d¿Þhters

cFc-l1
cFc-I2
cH3cc13
cc14
cFc-l13
CBtE
c&clF2

4VoYr-r '
4%oytt '
3 7o yr-l t

1%n-l '
10 9o yr-t '
15 9o yr-l
10 7o y/

*growth rates decreæing due to adherence to Mont¡eal Protocol

DMS (dimethylsulphide, CH3SCH3) is important because ir oxidises ro
form SO2 which is a precr¡rsor for cloud condensation nuclei. DMS
produced by marine biota is a major conrributor to atmospheric sulphur,
particularly in the Southem Hemisphere. k has been suggested rhat
changes in DMS production can lead to changes in cloud cover and that
this could be a negative feedback on global remperature changes
(Charlsson et al, 1987).

There are other greenhouse gases such as hydrogenated chloro-
fluoroca¡bons (HCFCs) which are now being used as replacements for
CFCs and are increasing in úre atrnosphere. A wide range of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) including non-medrane hydrocarbons
mentioned above are emirted to the aunosphere and have local effects on
aunospheric chemistry and air quality.

tz L3
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Anúrropogenic activity is increasing the divenity of chemical species in
the atrnosphere faster than orr measuremenc programmes are able to
uack them or their effects. An o<haustive list of all important trace gas

species is beyond the scope of this paper.

The sources of moet trace gÍ$es are çnerally not well knorn. CFCs and
other synthetic gerìes, that do not occur at all in nan¡¡e, form an o<ception
and generally úre sou¡ces of these gases can be ¡nfened with reasonable

accuracy ftom industry statistics. On the other hand, gases such as N2O
have a wide range of nanral, agriculn¡ral and indtsnial sources some of
which (e.g. ninification and de-niniftcation in soils) are affected by
many facton. The deveþment of global emission invenrories is a key
component of IGAC.

Remor¡al rates of many trace gases are also not well known. Many species

are oxidized in the atrnoqphere and a proper understanding of oxidation
mechanisms and rates is central to determining trace gas removal. The
atmosphere is au oxidising environment because of the large amount of
orygen it conains. However, at ambient tempe¡ah¡res molecular oxygen
inelf is not a major oxidant. Muc}r more powerñ.rl oxidants, such as 03
and the OH radical, are produced from oryçn by photochemistry whic.h
is driven in turn by ultra-violer radiation from the sun. This
photochemistry and the competition benreen formarion and removal of
highly reactive species must be undentood in order to determine oxidation
mtes in the atmosphere.

CO2 is not removed by chemical rgactions in the atrnosphe¡e and is an
end point in dre oxidation proc€ss for species such as CO and CHa.
Rather, CO2 is removed by dissolution in the surfacc oceans and uptake

þ plantphoosynthesis. Approxmaæly 30Yo of the CO2 in the arnosphere
is cycled through the oceans and biosphere by this uptake and a closely
matdring release back to the aunosphere. Ice core daa indicate that
atmospheric CÐ2 has been in a relatively sable dynamic equilibrium
with the biosphere and oceans for 10,000 yean since the last ice-age.

This equilibrium has recently been disnubed throuch addition of excess

CO2 to úre aunosphere from fosil fuel buming and æ a result of
deforestation and land use change. The excess aunospheric CO2 is removed

on a variety of time scales as the other geophysical reservoin of carbon,

such as the oceans, re.adjust to the atmospheric perturbation.
Understanding CO2 removal rates in order to predict funrre greenhouse

warming efiects, depends on an understanding cf the global carbon cycle

on time scales cf up to 1@0 yean.

Sources of trace gas ere often highly variable from point to point and it is
difficultto integrate resuls &omprocess sn¡dies at the level of a smokesac.k

or plot of land to form regional or global scale emission rates. Even where

good data are available for su¡face fluxes, large scale averages can only be

determined to a factor of about 1.5 (Moore d, al,1993). Because of úris
many of our estimates of race gas fluxes are inferred from observed

atmospheric @ncentratioru. On the global scale such esdmates are

reasonably robust. If we can estimate the average removal rate and the
toal atmospheric inventory of a t¡ace gas, úren the toal source strengúr

can be estimated as that whicl balances the removal rate and obsewed

change in inventory.

More generally, if a specific source of,a trace ges is significant, dren it will
normally produce a corresponding signature in the concentration
distribution in the aunospheæ from which u,e may be able to infer the
strength and disuibution of the source. Estimating sorrces from dre

concentretion gradients úrey proúrce is known as the "inverse problem"

in geophysics. In practice it requires very precise concentr¿tion
meÍ$ur€ments carúlly distriburcd relative to the source.

Increasingly trace gas measurement pro$ammes are being designed to
determine sources and sinks. For o<ample the WMO C02 E¡pera Group
has set as a gæl for the intemational CO2 meæurement networh dre

determination of larç scale sources and sinks to w¡trin 0.5 PgC)/yr (l Pg

= 1015 g). Particularly in dre USA and Australia, measurement of vertical

concentntion profiles from high tou¡ers and by aircraft sampling is being
used in conjunction with meso-scale atmospheric nansport models of dre

boundary layer to infer surface fhxes.

Determining trac€ gas sources and sinks is made more difficult by the fact
úrat drese are continually cfianging. In addition to seasonal cycles there

are often signiffcant changes from year to yeer. For example, curent

t+
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andrropogenic emisiors of CO2 amor¡nt to about 6 PgC/yr, while the
nettrpuke of orcess CO2 bymarine and terresuial rystems r¡ariesbenreen
I and 5 Pg(Jvr. Over the last 3 to 4 yean we have observed a ¡educdon
in the grovth rate of CO2 due to a succession of years of high wtake.

The growúr rate of CH4 has been observed to decrease dramatically over
the last 5 years to practically zero in 1993. A unique record of isotope
measr¡rements in CH4from Baring Head shows a rcduction in isotopically
heavy methane sotrrces over this period and clearly indicates a change in
sowces raúrer úran sinks.

Undentanding these varying trace gas fluxes and úreir relationship with
natu¡al cycles, climate variations, and chançs in anúrropoçnic activity,
require consistent long term reconds.

Althoudr 02 is not a tnce gas, rccenr developments have allowed us to
measr¡re small variations in its concentmtion with very high precision
(Keeling and Slrere, l99Z). Ozis released by photosyntresis and consumed

by respiration or combustion in the reverse rnanner to corresponding
changes in CO2. Thus næ observe a decreasing uend and a seæonal cycle
in 02 anticorrelarcd wiúr those of CO2. Excess aunospheric CO2 taken
up by the biosphere leads to an increase in atmospheric 02, whereas that
taken rp by dissoludon in the oceans does not Because of this 02
measr¡rements are now seen as an important way of resolving ambiguities
in the global carbon cycle.

Marine biota ffx carbon Êom disolved CO2 in the surfac¡ oceans releasing

O, in the prccess. Seasonal cycles in marine production affect surface

coric€ntrations of both COz and 02 which affect atmospheric exchange
andproduce signals in the corresponding atrnospheric concentrariorrs. In
the case of CO2 the signal in dre aunosphere is heavily damped due to the
large amount of carbon in the suface ocean and buffering reactions

connecting dissolved CO2 and carbonate and bicarbonate. This damping
effect does not occur for 02 and the seæonal cycles we can now measure

for 02 can be used to infer marine productivity averaged over large ocean
regiorrs.

Generally the trace gæes drat are significant for reæons of air quality and
human healúr are short lived in the atmosphe¡e and are nor nansported

I

I

far from their sou¡ces. Although many industrial emissions, e.g. solvents,
are of concem, úre ubiquitous source of airpollution is the motor vehicle.
CO from vehicle exhaust can become a problem in some urban arvas, bur
a more serious problem is usually the production of Ol 

"r 
the indirect

product of chemical reactions triggered by vehicle emissions of
hydrocarbons and oxides of ninogen. In the USA, O, is implicated as a
major cause of human respiratory problems and as a maior cause of crop
loss due to damage to plant leaf phpiology. The costs of air pollution in
the USA alone are measured in billions of dollan per ysar.

Significance for New Zealand

For most trace gases the bulk of emissions occur in the Northem
Hemiqphere. Typically there is a nett relsase in the No¡:hem Hemisphere
and a nett removal in ú¡e Souúrem Hemisphere. The time taken for
gases to exchanç between the hemispheres is about 1 year and this
means that shorter lived species do not penetrate into the Southem
Hemisphere significantly.

For CO2 we now believe that, prior to human impacts, there was a nett
uptake by oceans in the Nonfiem Hemisphere and a neft release from
oceans in the Southem Hemisphere. The¡e was a southwards ocean-

bome flr¡x of carbon balanced by a nonfiwards flux in the atmosphere.

Anúrropogenic emissions of CO2 in the Nonfiem Hemisphere have
reversed the nett fhx in the atmosphere and forced a neft fh¡x into the

oceans in both hemispheres. In order to predict funue CO2 levels it is
important to undentand whether this revenal of the natural flux from
ocean to atmosphere in the Southem Hemisphere will increase or decrease.

Although the su¡face oceans adjust to the atmospheric CO2 concentration
on time scales of about 7 years, long term removal of excess atrnospheric
CO2 depends on how quickly dissolved CO2 can be transported into the
deep ocean. The dominant pathways to the deep oceans are in the high
latitude regions such as the Antarctic circum-polar current, and
understanding these regions is particularly important.

The New Zealand record of CO2 from Baring Head ¡s the longest

L7
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continuous record of úris greenhouse gas in the So¡them Hemisphere
and when compared with data at orher sites helps to quantifr CO2 sinks
in our region. Recent analysis of the New Zealand data has shown a
strong co¡relation berween the CO2 growth rate and the Southem
oscilladon Index which in h¡m is directly related to El Nino / La Nina
ocean cycles (Manning, et al, L993).This type of data record is needed to
validate new and improving models of atmoephere ocean exchanç of
co2 andhence improve our ability to predict future global concentrations.

Meæurement of dre background concentratioru of odrer trace gases in
the New Zealand region makes a similar connibution to global scale
sn¡dies of their sor¡rce and sink budçts. souúrerly winds aniving in New
Zealand bring wirh them large well mixed air mæses typical of the
soudrem ocean region around 55"S. By comparing levels of trace gases

here with levels in the Norrhem Hemiqphere we provide much bæic data
for global trace gas budgets. This is particularþ true for cHa and dre most
exteruive record of isoto,pe measuremenb in CHa is that from Baring
Head.

Shorr lived gases such æ NMHCs (non-methane hydrocarbons) and
NO, (reactive oxides of ninogen) when produced ¡n the Nonhem
Hemisphere are largely removed before they penenate into the southem
Hemisphere. This isolates us from mr¡ch of the mod¡fication to atmospheric
chemistry occurring due to anthropogenic activity in the Nonrrem
Hemisphere. However, the study of atmospheric chemistry in dre soudrem
Hemisphere is still important for two reasons.

Firsdy we can observe air closer to pre-industrial conditions and hence
provide a baseline for undentanding changes that have already occurred
in the Nonfiem Hemisphere. Secondly, ttre Southem Hemisphere
atrnosphere is exposed to increæing gas emissions from the rapidly
deveþing economies in south EastAsia. Aheady more nopical biomæs
burning occurs in the southern Hemisphere than the Northem
Hemisphere. Emissions of NO' SO2 (sulphur d¡oxide) and similar
indtstrial polluann from sE Asia are predicted ro increase several fold
overthe ne:<rfew decades. As fewdeailed snrdies of atmcphericchemisry
have add¡esæd issues specific to the tropical regions ure are unsure of the
impacr this will have.

Snrdies of isotope ratios of CH* and CO in New Zealand suggest that at
some times of the year significant amounts of these gases in our region

have come from agricultural and forest buming activities in the tropics.
As CO is a short lived species an undentanding of the behaviour of this
gas in our region will lay the basis for determining the impact of fun¡re
tropical emissions. So far our reæarch on CO and its isotopes suggests

that oxidation rates are higher in the Southem Hemisphere dran predicted

by aunospheric c.hemistry models and so far we have not seen any

increase in concentrations of CO.

New Zealand recognizes a responsibility to snrdy andprotect dre Anarctic
environment and this includes the Antarctic atmosphere. Of particular
interest is the fact úrat, during the polar winter, photochemistry and the
oxidadon mechanisms it drives are absent for long periods. In the A¡ctic
this allows high levels of pollutants to build up during winter as industrial
emissions are transported slowly into the polar region, become uapped by
the zonal wind patæms, and a¡e not ¡emoved by the oxidation úrat
occurs at lower latin"rdes. In principle a similar problem cor.rld occur in
the Antarctic although the tropospheric air circulation pattems are

rather different. Some c,f our trace gas programmes have been extended

into the Antarctic region to determine the extent of winter-time build up

of CO and NMHCs.

Although urban pollution is not a major problem in New Zealand, we

cannot afford to be complacent about this issue. By the standards of
Europe or North America we have as yet litde or no regulatory connol of
indusrial and vehicle emissions. Our relatively unpolluted environment
results solely from our low population deruity. Major industrial sites and

our larger urban areas do create locally elevated levels of some atrnospheric

pollutants and if trese are not cont¡olled there will be impaca on health

and environment.

A summary of current New Zerrland research

Several New Zealand research groups measure ûace gases in the
aunosphere as part of process sodies. For example Landcare Resea¡ch has
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an extensive programme studying uptake and release of CO2 by forest
and soil systems and measurement of CO2 fluxes over small areæ is part
of this worlc. Because of the very wide range of such process studies I have
not attempred to summarize this rype of work here.

Only three New Zealand grorps regularly measÌ¡re trace gases in the
lou'er aEnosphere. These are:

NI\VA (N atio¡wl Instítuæ of 
'W 

otcr €l Atmosplwríc Res ear ch Lniæd)
AtmosplwricDivísion

This operates several Foundation for Reæarch, Science and Technology
(FRST) funded research programmes making mce gas meæurements in
clean air. The main species covered are:

CO2: has been measu¡ed conrinuously at Baring Head sinc e L97Z; (lac i.,
CO2 has been measured in the \ùTellingron region since 1954).
Meæurements are also made on flask samples from Raoul Island in
collaboration with Deparment of conscrvation and scripps Instinrdon
of Oceanography, USA.

CHat laC and 13C isotopes have been measured in air samples collected
at Baring Head since 1986; concentrations have been measured since
1989. Measurements have been extended to Antarctic supply flights and
to sites no¡h of Auckland. samples from North \ù7esr usA are measu¡ed
for interhemispheric comparison in collaboration with overseas
collaboraton.

CO: Concentrations, 14C, t3C, and l8O isotopes have been measured in
air samples collected at Baring Head since 1989. The measuremenr
programme has been extended to Anarctic supply flighm, Scott Base
(fortnightly), and to samples from Germany and the USA in conjunction
with oveneas collaboraton.

CZ - C4 Alkanes and alkenes: have been measured continuously at
Baring Head sirrce 1989. In 1993 úre sampling frequency has been dropped.

03 (tropospheric): has been measu¡ed at Baring Head since 1991.

NOr: has been meæured at Lauder, Otago, using both absorption and

chemiluminescent techniques, but this programme is not currendy

operating.

For more information on the NIWA programmes contact D Martin

Manning, NI\íA Atmoopheric Division.

ESR (Iruatuæ of Envdromwnølsaence €ì ResearchLímìæd)

This operates an urban air quality monitoring programme funded by the

Department of Health which makes continual routine measurements of

CO, SOz, and NO* at Auc.kland and Christchurch.

Some of the data from this programme is reported to the World Health

Organization as part of úre Global Environmenal Monitoring Programme,

and much is also reported to the OECD via Ministry for the Environment.

For furü¡er information on this work contact Dr Bruce Graham, ESR,

Auckland.

Aucld^ond U nÍu ersitl Chemistry D eþ artment

This operates an atrnospheric sulphur cycle research programme from

University fr-ding which measures DMS in conjuncdon with sulphur

measurements on aerosols. A recent PhD úresis (Wylie, 1993) presents a

large amount of such data for sites at Leigh, Baring Head, and McDonald's

Beach, Antarctica. For funirer information on this work contact the

Auckland University Chemistry Department-

Research gaps and problems - basic science

New Zealand has a small skill base and limited equipment for work in

aunospheric chemistry. Many individual universities in the USA have

more aunospheric chemists and greater equipment resources than the

whole of New Zealand, but have a nagower range of research interests.

Through the 1980s atmospheric ctremistry was ttre fastest growing area of

science in the USA and many European countries. Some growúr did

occur in New Zealand in úre late 80s, but th¡ area of science is not

¡dentified as a separate discipline to the extent it is in most OECD
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co¡ntries- output arsa 33 of the Publ¡c Good science Fund includes
atmospheric chemistry, meteorological research and'tl imate change,'.
The latter topic has included studies of terrestrial and marine systems that
have the potential to alter dre climate.

The wide range of ¡esearch topics covered in output area 33 could be
used to deveþ broad inter-disciplinary ap,proaches to climate reæarch.
However, such an approach has been constrainedby the small amount of
fr-di"g available for the area in relation to the potential for research
work. The effect then, of rhe wide rangrng definition of output area 33,
has been to cause a certain amor¡nt of insecurity for all a¡eæ of research
covered.

This situation has been addressed by the recenr FRST researc.h searegy
on climate and Atmosphere. This review identifies core areas of
atrnospheric ¡esearch and suggests funding levels for rhese over 5 yean.
The ¡eview also signals that "non-atmospheric" research should be funded
from cuput area 33 only to úre extent rhat it studies processes that
"afiect the atmosphere".

This shift in emphasis towan:ls the atmosphere and auay from the more
general climaæ context puts long term atrnospheric researcrr progmmmes
on a surer footing. However, there remains the issue of planning inter-
disciplinary climate research, wh¡ch needs to involve many research
groups, and matching this to the present funding sysrems. There would
appear to be a continuing role for the NSS climate change committee
in this regard.

In considering New Zealand t,ace gas research, it is appropriate to bea¡ in
mind the proximity of a larger aunospheric chemistry community in
Aushalia. Australia is in a bener position to support a wider range of
measuremens and interpretation, and the New Zealand role should be to
complement that in imporant argas, and to focus on issues specific to our
own region.

wirh this aspect in mind some specific areas where New Zealand's trace
gas research effort should be focussed are:

) The ocean is a dominant source and/or sink for many t.ace geses in

the Southem Hemisphere. The development of research

progra¡nmes that measure air - sea trace gas exc.hange in our

region is proceeding rather slowly. Key species for this research in
New Zealand would include DMS, for its potential role in cloud

formation, a"d CO2 studied in coniunction with marine carbon

cycle processes. We should also study úre isotopic signanres of
CHa and CO from the ocearu. In these a¡eas New Zealand's

snength in marine biology would complement broadly related

research in Ausr¿lia. One problem we have in this respect is the

purely adminsuative one of funding such programmes which fall
benveen outputs 37 and 33 in the Public Good Science Funding

system.

It is essential that trace gas programmes aimed at global budget

issues remain closely intercalibrated with leading groups in other

countries if úreir data are to be valuable. For example, a significant

difference in CO2 concentrations has been observed between Baring

Head and Cape Grim, Tasmania, which, if real, implies a strong

regional sink for CO2. However, scientists in both countries are

reluctant to use this as hard evidence for such a sink because of
uncertainty in the relative calibradon of our instruments. The

WMO is promoting better inter-calibrations of global nètworks

and we should strongly support such work.

The small resource base of scientists and equipment mears that
deveþment into new areas is very slow. rÙ(/e would be unable to
respond quickly if new problems of national impoftance were

identified. One way of alleviating úris problem mightbe to develop

ongoing programmes using visiting overseas scientists and science

teams to work in the New Zealand region on a regular basis, as a

way of importing a wider range of skills.

Our abiliry to interpret trace gas data is limited by lack of
experienced saff and computer facilities in ttre field of chemical

tracer modelling. The required models are significandy simpler

thangeneral circulation models of the atmosphere, aldrough similar

in some respects, and they could be established in New Zealand at

quite a small cost.
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) An area of special expertise in trace gas research in New Zealand is
the measu¡ement of carbon isotope ratios, particularly taC in CO2,
CHa and CO. The combinatjon of accelerator mass specuomerry
and trace gas studies has been developed frrdrer in New Zealand
than anywhere else and has eamed intemational recognition. The
separation of isotope facilities into one crown Research Instirute
and aunospheric research into another hæ raised quesrions as to
the long ærm viability of this work.

) New techniques for derermining surface fluxes of nace gæes from
measurement of vertical concentration gradients are no\¡,
sufficiently developed that we should use them in New Zealand. In
panicular, programmes should be considered that will produce
bener estimates of emissíons of N2o and cHa averaged orre, la.ge
regions.

Research gaps and problems - policy related research
Another rype of research gap is emerging in trace gas studies in New
Zealand. Th¡s is in the area of policy-related research. Emissions of rrace
gases are becoming matten of national policy. The Framework convention
for climate change (FCcc) requires signatory countries to report national
inventories of greenhouse gas emissions and corresponding sinks. The
oEcD hæ developed basic prorocols for th¡s pu¡po6e, but also allows for
a hierarchy of "comparable" protocols.

In order that developing countries can conform to reporting requirements
the basic protocols dçend heavily on use of pre-existing national sadstics
(e.g. the amounr of gasoline purchæed) and averaç convenion facton
(e.g. úre amount of coz emined per line of gæoline used). Bodr the
methodology and the conversion facbrs to be used will be ser extemally
to the reporting counrry, and may not reflect local departures from
"average" behaviour. At the top of the methods hierarchy will be
assessments of emissions or sinks based on deailed measr¡rements in the
reporting counrry and careful consideration ofany compensating factors.

New Zealand emissioru of cFIa from livestock, and of N2o from agricultural

processes, may well not conform to "average" behaviour in those counmies

where deailed studies have been made.

New Zealand appears to have significant potential for sequestering carbon

from the atmosphere into expanding forests. This type of carbon sink is

explicitly recognized by the FCCC and can be taken into account in our

national emissions inventory. Scientists in this country have already

played a major role in defining the best methods for assessing forest

carbon sinks. However, there remain unresolved issues, particularly in
relation to changes in soil carbon, shifting climate zones, and dre CO2

ferrilization effect.

Such issues require counrry specific studies of acrual sources and sinks,

and ttre processes that cause threm, from a policy perspective that is

usually somewhat different from the perspective of basic research. There

is a similar need to review methodologies used by the International

Negotiating Committee to ensure ttrat they are relevant to New Zealand-

A case in point is the Global !íarming Potential (G\íP) for CHa- The

CWP figure gives a ratio of the relative climate forcing of I kg of CHa to

that for I kg of CO2 over some time hori:ou, rypically 100 years. Nerv

Zealand has high per capim CH4 emissioru arising primarily from livestock.

Such agriculrural emissions derive their carbon from recent atmospheric

CO2 and act to temporarily displace CO2 from the atmosphe.e. (To

oversimplifii slightly: the grass is formed from CO2 and could either die

leading to direct recycling of CO2 by respirarion, or be eaten by the

animal leading to CHa which is then oxidised slowly to CO2 in the

armosphere.) Thus a case can be made for a lower G\íP for agricultural

emissions of CHa than, for example, for fossil fuel emissions of CHa- This

issue was debated briefly at an IPCC Working Croup I meeting prior to
publication of the IPCC 1992 report, but the IPCC have not commented

formally on such modifications to CWP figures. ln the context of

international negotiations on greenhouse gas controls it is probably not
in the interests of most OECD countries to promote separate CWPs for

agricultural CH4 emissions. lt certainly is in New Zealand's interests to

have this matter well researched ¡n the scientific literature.

Some New Zealand scientists have looked at these issues briefly but
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usually as an ad¡unct to other basic research work. The presenr lack of
policy related research in New 7*elend is not due to a lack of scientiffc
expertise' Irutead it stems from difficulties in agreeing on and managing
the boundary between public good science, funded by FRST, and
operational research, raditionally ftrnded by Govemment Ministries and
DeEartments. In contrast, our nearest geographic and culn¡ral neighbour,
Australia, has less problem in merging polþ related ressarch with basic
science (e.g. drrough the Narional Greenhouse Advisory Committee).

An implication of the Resource Management Act is that conrol of
sources and sinks of t'ace gases in New Zealand is largely delegated to
Regional Authorities. However, for generic issues a more coordinated
ap'proach is required to identify key issues forpolþ purposes and manage
the funding of these. If this is to be done p'operly it may werl require some
sh¡fts in and re-deveþment of the present scientific resource base. For
example, although we have several intemationally recognized expefts on
cH4, we do not at present have an arrnospheric chemisrry model capable
of estimating the GtùüP for this gas.

In the area of urban air quality it is not yet clear how Regional Autl-rorities
will respond to new responsibilities under the Resource Management
Act. one issue is the extent to which air quality assessment will be
properly sandardized throughort the country. As yet we do nor have
serious problems with air quality and in principle ir would be relatively
easy to bring together úre resources to do the relevant monitoring and
assessments. However, complementary resources are spread thinly across
different organizations and it is not clear whether competition or
collaboration will occur or how dris will affect rhe quality and efficiency
of the work.

Policy related research is not just "window dresing" for our commitments
under the FCCC. c.ountries with greater technical expertise in studying
aunospheric rrace gases will be able to identifr more precisely their actual
emissions and removal processes. This will allow them to make better
coot/beneftt decisions on mitigation practices, and will alert them earlier
to opporrunities for mitigadon and adaptation. This technology is
becoming incre'asingly importantas we move globally towards managemenr
of the atmosphere.

Research priorities - basic science

By way of summary the following reæarch priorities for trace gas researc-h

in New Zealand in the next 5 to 10 years are suggested:

) Studies of Ére exchange ofgases between oceans and atrnosphere,

particularly CO2 and DMS,butalso CH4, CO, andNMHCs'This
work should be coordinated with marine carbon cycle studies.

) Maintenanceofexistingprogrammescontributingtoglobalbudçts
of CO2, CHa and CO, and inrcr-calibration wiúr leading groups in

other counEies.

) Studies of precunors to cloud condensation nuclei and the

relationship between clor¡d radiative properties and trace gases,

particularly sulphur species.

) Studies of atmospheric oxidation processes in the Southem

Hemisphere through a coordinated programme of msasurements

and modelling. The more urgent requirements are for computer

modelling, and obtaining local NO' measurements' e.g. through

collaboration with an overs€as agency.

) Establishment of 3-dimersional chemical tracer models for the

interpretation of inter-annual variadons in trace gas observatioru'

) Resolution of anomalies in the budget for CO in the Southem

Hemisphere.

) (longer term) Assessmentof the impactof future tropical emisions

on background air quality in the New Zealand region.

) Developmenr of improved atmospheríc chemistry and meso-scale

nansporr modelling facilities ro enable specific air quality and air

pollution problems to be assessed quickly for accu¡ate impact

assessment of pollutant releases.

Progress can be made in many of úrese a¡eas by importing existing

techniques from oúrer counFies and ímproving the local skill base. Most

if not all of the above work should be closely co-ordinated with comparable

research in Ausrralia. Atmospheric scientists in both our counFies
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acknowledge that there are efficiencies to be gained by combining
resources' but we still have not done this to the extent that we could.

Research priorities - policy related research

In the area of policy related ressarch, it appears that the initial problems
to be overcome are structu¡:rl. some of the isues drat need to be addresed
are:

) Deveþingbettermechanismsforcoordinatingpolicyrelatedand
basic science reæarch on trace gases and enabling the development
ofnew science resources to study policy related isues.

) Scientific studies of specific trace gases for which the OECD
emissions inventory medrods may be suspect or require modiffcation
due to local factors. The most imporranr srch species is erpected
to be N2O, but consideradon should also be given to local sn¡dies
of livestock CH4 emissions.

) scientific studies of, carbon sequesrrarion in New T*.latÅforesn
and soils.

) Scientific reviews of other aspecrs of methods adopted by the
IPCC, and the INC, where local facrors may need to be aken into
accounr (e.g. use of difierent GWP figures for different souces of
CH'.

) Esablishment of sandardised high quality prorocols for the
assessment and monitoring of air quality, for use throughout New
7æalarÅ.

In the area of policy related research there is an overall requirement to
adapt techniques developed in other countries on the bæis of a sound
undenanding of the issues involved.
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